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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a reliable image and video secret storing method,
aiming at ensuring the protected storage of multimedia files without
risk for their owner to have their privacy violated. It relies on a
particular property (standardized in MPEG-A Part.21 VIMAF) of
video and image standards such as H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC and
MPEG-HEIF: a non negligible portion of the bitstream (so-called
cipherable bits) can be altered without modifying the decodability
of the stream. Such a modification results in an image or a video that
is both a valid and visually encrypted media file. Not willing to be
bothered by a complex key management system, we take inspiration
from Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, and propose a method where
the secret to be shared is the original (unciphered) set of cipherable
bits, that are encoded and divided in n shares, among which k − 1
or less do not permit to reconstruct the secret, while k or more allow
to recover it. Those n shares are then used to generate n ciphered
fully standard compliant versions of the media. The rightful owner
of the file will easily store these n versions in various Cloud storage
locations, and recover them all when the fully deciphered file will
be needed, while a hacker will most generally obtain only some of
those files, hence not be capable to decrypt the file.

Index Terms— Multimedia Security, Privacy Protection, Secret
Video Sharing, Secret Image Sharing, Selective Encryption, Cloud
Storage, CSE, MPEG VIMAF, AVC, HEVC, HEIF.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the generalisation of digital cameras, mobile phones and other
recorders, and their use in public and private space, the issue of pri-
vacy and capability for the end-users to store in a secured manner
images or videos containing private information is needed. In 2014,
with the ”Celebrity photo hack” has proven that even a security con-
cerned Cloud service could be hacked, with another similar episode
following in 2017, and presumably many others. Some may argue
that the best option is not to upload a content one does not want to
leak outside of one’s own private sphere, but the ease of use for stor-
ing, sharing with other (a priori selected friends) and saving without
risk of data loss is a huge motivation for most people to place private
information in the Cloud. As a consequence, in our modern world,
the main issue is no longer the available storage space but privacy
and resistance to hacking, which remains difficult for end users that
are not all digital natives or simply attentive. People understand the
interest of the Cloud for safe keeping but the security issues (bugs,
backdoors... regularly found and used by hackers) remain, leading
to wonder if the best for end users is really to blindly trust storage
service to keep their private life... really private. One may be in-
terested is a solution allowing not to store everything with the same
service and apply the old saying of not putting all your eggs in the

same basket. This leads us back several decades ago, when the issue
was to share a secret without risking the misfortune of loosing a key,
but also the risk of somebody finding the complete key with only
limited partial information. In 1979, Shamir [1] and Blakley [2] de-
signed independently secret sharing methods, that protect informa-
tion by splitting it into smaller pieces (or shares) that are distributed
among multiple of locations. More recently, it was extended by dif-
ferent Secret Image Sharing (SIS) strategies [3–6], research topic
in multimedia security applied to different fields such as visual au-
thentication and identification, data sharing, secured Cloud storage.
In each case, similarly to the original Shamir approach, the original
image or ’secret’ is transformed into n different shadow images or
image shares. Each share of the secret can be then distributed and
the secret image can be reconstructed if k (or more) image shares
are accessible and combined (with 1 < k < n), while less than k
image shares combinations will reveal nothing about the original im-
age. Such a system is called a (k, n)-threshold scheme (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: (k,n)-threshold Secret Sharing scheme

Several drawbacks exit in the SIS methods proposed in the literature:
they work mostly on uncompressed image files (except for [7]), the
reconstruction phase can be important due to the size of shares [3],
and some do not permit lossless reconstruction (though it is possi-
ble [5,6]). Furthermore, those solutions consider image only, and no
application to the video field. We hence propose here to generalize
the SIS approach to both image and video compressed data, taking
advantage of the selective encryption method standardized in [8] that
comes from a consistent work has been made last decades [9–16]
in the visual cryptography field. The secret consist of the bits se-
lected for encryption, with a lossless (k, n)-threshold scheme based
on a well-known Reed-Solomon code which can be considered as
a Lagrange interpolation method in GF (2p) and which is already
presented as a method to satisfy the Shamir’s scheme in [17]. This
Secret Sharing Scheme is applicable to compressed video such as
H.264/AVC [18] or H.265/HEVC [19] and compressed image for-
mat such as HEIF [20] (based on Intra mode of AVC and HEVC
codecs), and can be used both to cipher either the complete stream
or only selections of it (e.g. faces of people).

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces video
encryption and summarizes the principle of Content Sensitive En-
cryption, followed by Section 3 which details the proposed ap-
proach, and its possible application in a secured Cloud storage. Then
Section 4 presents experimental results highlighting the privacy of-
fered by the encryption and the losslessness of the reconstruction.
Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions.



2. PRIVACY FOR VIDEO: ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES

2.1. Video Encryption

The increased usage of image or video compression in various
services (medical imaging, social networking, media sharing plat-
forms. . . ) has led to a high security-related issue for copyright pro-
tection, confidentiality or user’s privacy. In the state of the art we find
several video encryption methods that can be grouped in three major
categories: Visual Encryption methods working at pixel level before
compression, Crypto-Compression methods that operate while the
compression is applied and take the bitstream structure into account
and Naive Encryption methods that manipulate the compressed bit-
stream as generic data, depending on the stage of the video trans-
mission they are applied, respectively in the Spatial-Domain, Video
Coding Layer or the system level, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Video Encryption Techniques.

Working at pixel level before compression without a specific method
generally generates a compression process degradation, as the ci-
phering (as any other scrambling) reduces of the coherence in the
image or the video stream, hence creating larger bitstreams and more
complex operations of compression and file management. On the
other hand, treating the compressed video bitstream as an opaque
data without taking into account the compressed video structure like
the Full sample encryption standardized in MPEG Common Encryp-
tion (CENC) [21] does present the major drawback to generate a
non-negligible computational complexity as the whole video data
must be in general deciphered to allow video decoding.
As a consequence, two approaches have been proposed in the liter-
ature, that rely on the knowledge of either the video structure or the
stream structure to operate and ensure that said structure is main-
tained: the Partial and Perceptual Encryption methods. Partial en-
cryption protects a portion (in bytes or bits) of the original bitstream
while other portions are left as plaintext (i.e. unchanged). By lim-
iting the number of bits ciphered, it reduces the complexity due to
the inherent XOR operations and the usage of ciphering algorithm it-
self and the compression degradation due to limiting the scrambling.
Perceptual Encryption operates with taking into account the stream
structure, while keeping the bitstream decodable, whether to degrade
some regions (e.g. region encryption) or the totality of the content.

2.2. MPEG Content Sensitive encryption (CSE) approach

Work on Partial or Perceptual encryption has emerged as an effec-
tive cryptographic security methods for different video and image
codecs [10–15], and the MPEG committee has worked to defined a
selective encryption process efficient from a cryptographic point of
view but also maintaining a format compliant bitstream (perceptual
encryption methods do not necessarily maintain that capability [22])
and a good compression rate [23]. As a matter of fact, degrading too
much the compression efficiency would be problematic and could
even be a bias for statistical attacks based on occurrence probability
of compressed symbol. Some authors provided solutions for format-
compliant selective encryption with bitrate constraint by modifying

bits inside the entropic coding process, for instance by providing a
scheme to provide selective encryption for AVC bitstreams coded
with Context-Adaptive Variable-Length Coding (CAVLC) entropy
coding mode by selecting some bits in different codewords in [11],
or for Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) cod-
ing for AVC [12] and for HEVC [13]. As shown in Fig. 3, these
solutions ensure bitstream format compliancy without compression
efficiency loss and can be performed during the compression process
(or by transcoding as proposed in [24]) which ensures a minimum la-
tency and a negligible computing cost. Furthermore, slices (tiles in
HEVC) can be used to split the video frame into areas with an inte-
ger number of blocks where Intra prediction and the entropy coding
dependencies are reset at the slice/tile boundaries. Thus, as proposed
in [25], it is possible to perform a selective region encryption only
on specific slices and tiles. The application of ciphering on a Region
of Interest (RoI) only is also illustrated in Fig. 3, where only the face
of a colleague (contained in one specific tile of HEIF) is protected .

Fig. 3: Constant bitrate Selective Encryption principle

Based on these works, the Content Sensitive Encryption defined by
MPEG standardises which part of the syntax can be ‘selected for en-
cryption’ (the so called cipherable bits) for different codecs without
changing the coding efficiency and without disrupting a standard de-
coding process [25]. In each case, the bits to be ciphered are chosen
with the respect to the considered video standard to ensure full com-
patibility, which is achieved by selecting the bits (generally parts of
code-words) for which each of the encrypted configuration modi-
fies the decoding process contexts, which then makes it difficult for
cryptanalysis attacks to find a weakness to break the cipher, as there
is no redundancy to rely upon to break the code. Exhaustive defini-
tion can be found in the last edition of MPEG VIMAF [8] standard
for video formats AVC, HEVC and image format HEIF, and a simple
illustration is given below with example of the value of Motion Vec-
tor Difference (MVD) used in AVC with CAVLC entropic coding
in Table 1. Noticing that the change of the MVD has no influence
on the rest of the decoding (except visually), the suffix bits of the
Exp-Golomb code are considered as cipherable bits (i.e. the bits fol-
lowing the first ‘1’), as illustrated by the highlighting (bold font).

Table 1: VLC codewords: Motion Vector Difference.

Index Codeword MVD
0 1 0
1 010 1
2 011 -1
3 00100 2
4 00101 -2
5 00110 3
... ... ...

In CABAC (used in HEVC and in some AVC profiles), due to the
arithmetic encoding step and the Context Modeling, bits in com-
pressed streams are very interdependent. However, only by-passed
coding does not update probability models during the arithmetic cod-
ing, so that them being ciphered has not impact on the CABAC en-
gine. Thereby, for example, signs of MVD are cipherable bits since
they are binarized in Fixed-Length code and by-passed.



Fig. 4: Overall creation of shares scheme

3. PROPOSED METHOD FOR SELECTIVE SECRET
SHARING FOR IMAGE AND VIDEO COMPRESSED FILES

The proposed method for ensuring the privacy of image or video
streams stored in the Cloud is illustrated in Fig. 4, and consists of 5
different steps, that are detailed in the subsections hereafter. This can
be done for complete media ciphering or partial ciphering when one
uses Region selective encryption. To ensure the privacy of multime-
dia files stored in various public Cloud storage providers, different
versions of the original file, each ciphered, are produced for storage
in different Cloud services (under assumption that no transcoding
is done in said Clouds), without totally relying on the security of
various storage services as illustrated with 3 shares in Fig. 5. The
resulting region selective encrypted pictures illustrate how the user
could then browse them files without decoding when searching for
particular content (e.g. a picture with specific attributes and given
background context).

Fig. 5: Photos (and videos) back-up to Secured Cloud Storage.

Even if one of the different Cloud services (which all guarantees
a given security level) is attacked by malicious persons, the media
files can not be deciphered, which permits to maintain privacy for
the user, while the user can access to sufficient shares (k or more)
and consequently can decipher the original compressed file.

3.1. Selecting a secret for image or video compressed files

As explained in Section 2, the MPEG Content Sensitive Encryption
scheme defines a set of cipherable bits, which permits to keep a com-
pliant bitstream while ensuring that said ciphered stream is not visu-
ally meaningful for an end-user without the original cipherable bits
information. Since the CSE scheme is standardized [25] and fully
systematic, it is easy to find and extract those cipherable bits for each
frame, slice, or tile, and the same is true of the deciphering operation.
The number of bits, (noted x bits in Fig. 4-1), corresponding to the
initial secret obviously depends on the original media and the com-
pression parameters, but on average, for the numerous tests carried
with different codecs and obtained bitrates by these authors [11–13],
it was found to be roughly 15− 20% of the compressed media size.
It should also be noted that the secret extraction can easily be par-
allelized by dealing with different sets of slices, tiles or pictures in
parallel if needed.

3.2. Reducing the initial secret to a usable secret (divisible by k)

As with other (k, n)-threshold scheme, we want to divide the se-
cret sequence into n shares, from which any k different shares per-

mit to reconstitute the original secret. To ensure this, we use Reed-
Solomon codes, standardly operating on Galois Field GF (2p), with
p = bLog2(n)c + 1 to guarantee that k < n < 2p. The RS(n, k)
code takes as input p bits for each of the k data symbols to produce n
coded symbols. Since the secret sequence length (x bits) is variable
and unlikely not match systematically the Reed-Solomon symbols
size, we need to systematize the reduction of the secret sequence to
x′ bits, with x′ < x defined as x′ = k.pbx/(k.p)c. As represented
in Fig. 4-2, the x′ bits constituting the secret, give k data sequences
of x′/k bits (e.g. x′/(k ∗ p) symbols in GF (2p)).

3.3. Generating n sets of bits

The reason for using Reed-Solomon code, that would be true with
any other Maximum-Distance Separable code (MDS code) or any
perfect erasure code, is that it can correct up to n − k erasures,
meaning that any k encoded symbols among the total of n encoded
ones allow to reconstruct perfectly the original k data symbols.
This family of codes has for generator matrix a (k × n) Vander-
monde matrix, which encodes a message M (m0, . . . ,mk−1) made
up of k element symbols of Galois field GF (2p) into n symbols
of GF (2p), leading us to obtain n sequences of x′/k bits, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4-3 on the k sequences of x′/k bits vertically or-
dered. Reed-Solomon encoding corresponds to the evaluation of a
polynomial fm(a) =

∑k−1
i=0 mi.a

i and from the Lagrange Interpo-
lation formula, we know that the polynomial fm(a) can be obtained
from any k of the n points (since the polynomial fm(a) is of degree
k − 1) if and only if the n points are distinct (i.e. a1, ..., and an

are distinct). An advantage of Reed-Solomon codes is that they have
decoders more time-efficient than Lagrange interpolation, which is
useful when wanting to decode the shares.

3.4. Create formalized shares

As already mentioned, this approach does not aim at reducing Cloud
storage space but at ensuring privacy for the user, and as such we
accept the cost of storing more than the original compressed file.
In our method, we consequently generate n compressed files, that
each differ by the values of their secret share. Having currently n
sequences of x′/k bits (as [6]), we need to expand these sequences to
obtain for each a new sequence of x′ bits to substitute the cipherable
bits in the original compressed file as shown in Fig. 4-4. For that, we
propose to consider GF (256) and to first add a header containing
the value of aj used for the jth share and the parameter k coded
on p = 8 bits each. Then we concatenate the generated jth share
on x′/k bits, with also adding a cyclic-redundancy check (CRC)
computed on previous bits to check for any error and prevent trying
to decode with an erroneously transmitted share. Finally, we pad
with pseudo-random generated bits to obtain the desired expanded
size (i.e. from x′/k bits to x′ bits) as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Formalized shares.



It should be noted that in lieu of some padding bits, one could also
add other information such as a media identifier (UUID), the value
of p and the primitive polynomial of the Galois Field.

3.5. Create Compressed media shares

Remains now to generate the n different ciphered streams by replac-
ing the initial cipherable bits by the x′ different shares. As shown in
Fig. 4-5 we represent the creation of this jth compressed media share
without forgetting to keep the last original bits if x′ < x. In Fig. 4,
we illustrate application of Region-selective encryption where only
tiles (containing people’s faces) are ciphered by CSE [25], but natu-
rally the method is the same when the whole image or video stream
are ciphered. We want to emphasize that this method permits us
not to indicate which parts of the content are encrypted (even with
Region selective Encryption), as the decoder will know it when com-
paring whether the cipherable bits are the same or not from two dif-
ferent media shares. Note also that by using CSE principle, the size
of media shares is exactly the same as the original compressed file.

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Our implementation is based on the reference software of MPEG-
A VIMAF [26], which allows to automatically select the cipher-
able bits (approximately 15% to 25% of the compressed bitstream
depending on the considered bitrate). First application was done
with n = 7 files decodable by any compliant HEVC decoder,
tested on seven complete reference video sequences (compressed
with QP = 22) with operating on GF (256). For each, objec-
tive metrics were used to measure the ciphered videos quality: Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM) with is
strongly linked to the degree of perceptual encryption with the video
quality levels [27] and Edge differential ratio (EDR) [28] which mea-
sures deviation in the location of edge formation contributing pixels
in the original image and its encrypted video frame (a value close to 1
corresponding to a high edge hiding capability). The PSNR, SSIM
and EDR results for original (with lossless reconstruction) and Se-
lective Secret Sharing schemes are provided in Table 2 for the seven
reference video sequences and show the good performance.

Table 2: PSNR, SSIM & EDR values of original/reconstructed
HEVC video and the average of different selective video shares.

Test Sequences original ciphered versions
(QP=22) PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM EDR
PeopleOnStreet 42.8 0.96 11.2 0.17 0.92
Kimono 43.2 0.97 9.9 0.22 0.85
ParkScene 42.3 0.97 10.7 0.2 0.88
Cactus 41.5 0.96 8.4 0.23 0.83
BQTerrace 40.8 0.96 7.8 0.21 0.9
BasketballDrive 41.5 0.98 10.1 0.23 0.87
Vidyo1 45.2 0.99 11.3 0.17 0.85

Visual results are given in Fig. 7 for the 1st frame of Cactus video se-
quence reconstructed for each of the different 7 generated ciphered
streams, as well as the reconstruction of the compressed bitstream
when recovering k = 3 or more streams. It illustrates the results pro-
vided in Table 2 since the structural information of encrypted frame
are completely hidden and become useless for the attacker.
Furthermore, an example of visual result obtained on a HEIF image
format (compressed in HEVC Intra mode) when restricting the pri-
vacy to a part of the media content (applied only on the 2 specific
tiles containing faces) is presented with n = 4 shares in Fig. 8.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a reliable image and video se-
cret sharing method relying on MPEG Content Sensitive Encryption
standardised approach and based on Shamir’s secret sharing princi-
ple, to allow for private compressed media files storage in the Cloud.
This method permits to reinforce the Cloud storage providers secu-
rity without having to manage secret keys. It works for full me-
dia ciphering but also for region only ciphering (for example by ci-
phering only human faces) by applying Region-selective encryption
scheme. Compared to other solutions in the literature which mostly
consider uncompressed images, this method allows to protect images
and videos compressed by modern and widely used codecs, with-
out changing the compression efficiency through the whole process.
Furthermore, the objective analysis results presented demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed Selective Secret Sharing methods,
confirming the interest of such an encryption scheme in media Cloud
storage applications.

Further works will consider how this method can be used with
reducing the data to be downloaded to decipher the protected media
while in mobility, typically by recovering only one complete share
and part of the others (the cipherable bits, i.e. approximately 20% of
total bitrate) even with Region Encryption coding.
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